The Early Career Preventionists Network (ECPN) is dedicated to fostering the professional development of prevention science researchers, practitioners, and advocates. “Early career” was chosen to describe our group because our membership includes professionals who are just entering the field of prevention as their first career as well as those who have recently entered the field of prevention as a second or third career. Our members include master’s level preventionists, pre-doctoral candidates, post-doctoral fellows, assistant professors and research associates as well as practitioners, educators, administrators, and advocates who have been in the prevention field for a few years. **Membership in ECPN is voluntary and open to any “early career” member of SPR.** Please come and meet the current members of ECPN at our Social and Committee Meeting Thursday night from 8:15-9:15 pm in Grand Ballroom B.

As defined by ECPN members, our current primary goals are:

1. to foster a supportive atmosphere for exchanging ideas, including receiving feedback about ongoing prevention-related efforts by members;
2. to foster the development of new research ideas;
3. to foster the development of collaborative research efforts across agencies and institutions, particularly amongst career researchers and more established colleagues;
4. to disseminate information on employment and grant opportunities;
5. to disseminate information on important advancement in the field of prevention science;
6. to disseminate information on domestic and international initiatives related to prevention;
7. to provide a forum for the discussion of prevention-related topics such as methodological problems, solutions and advances;
8. to provide a central place on the Internet for storage and easy retrieval of prevention-related publications and documents by early career researchers; and
9. to sponsor various activities, such as conference training workshops, mentoring match-ups with senior level researchers among others aimed at supporting the developing careers of early career prevention scientists.

ECPN was founded and is maintained by early career Preventionists. The ECPN is a standing committee of SPR and its chair is an ex-officio, voting member of the SPR Board of Directors. The ECPN sponsors a variety of activities throughout the year and at SPR’s Annual Meeting. A volunteer steering committee makes administrative decisions for ECPN based on input from the ECPN membership. **Please see the listing of ECPN conference events and activities included in the program on page 32.**

For further information, please visit our table near registration or log onto the ECPN homepage for more information: http://www.preventionresearch.org/ecpn-mission.

If you have any questions or are interested in serving on the steering committee, e-mail the chair Keryn Pasch at kpasch@austin.utexas.edu.
5th ANNUAL ECPN STUDENT POSTER CONTEST

The ECPN Student Poster Contest was initiated in 2009 (by current ECPN Chair Keryn Pasch) to encourage student attendance and participation in the annual meeting, increase student visibility at the conference, attract new student members to SPR and ECPN, and encourage existing student members to become full members upon graduation. Both undergraduate and graduate students were encouraged to enter. The posters will be displayed during the Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday evening SPR poster sessions, and winners will be announced on Thursday at the awards presentation. The top 3 poster winners will receive a $250 travel award plus a free 1-year SPR membership. Honorable mention poster authors will receive a 1-year SPR membership. SPR memberships will be awarded for the next year (2014). Judging criteria included innovation, importance of the research topic to the field, quality, use of advanced methods, and contribution to prevention science. ECPN Steering Committee members Jessica Duncan Cance, Kelly Rulison, Valerie Shapiro, Amanda Sisselman and Marie-Hélène Véronneau, reviewed all of the entries and SPR senior scientists served as judges of the top 25% of the entries. Posters were due three weeks prior to the SPR meeting to enable thorough reviews. We are very excited that the ECPN Student Poster Contest continues to be an annual event. We look forward to your attendance at the poster session. Please note that ECPN Student Poster Contestant’s posters will be designated with a sign.

Please visit the ECPN exhibit table in the Grand Ballroom Foyer to pick up a ECPN ribbon for your name badge.

Wednesday, May 29, 2013, 11:45 am – 1:15 pm

(2-020) ECPN LUNCHEON (REGISTRATION REQUIRED), Grand Ballroom B

PEAKING BEHIND THE DOORS OF THE NIH GRANT REVIEW PROCESS 2.0

Co-Chairs: D. Max Crowley, PhD, Duke University; Valerie B. Shapiro, PhD, University of California-Berkeley
Panel: Karl Hill, PhD, University of Washington; Linda Collins, PhD, The Pennsylvania State University; Guillermo (Willy) Prado, PhD, Miami University; Belinda Sims, PhD, National Institute of Drug Abuse

Thinking about applying for your first NIH grant? Wondering what actually happens once you’ve submitted? Where does the grant go? Who reviews it? How can I improve my score? The review process can be daunting for early career researchers. Further recent changes in page and submission limits require new strategies for putting together successful applications. This year’s ECPN sponsored luncheon will explore the NIH review process and provide insight into what actually happens when your grant goes to committee. The session will begin with an overview of the NIH grant submission process for three mechanisms often engaged by early career researchers (F’s, K’s and small R’s) presented by a representative from the National Institutes of Health. Then a live mock review session will be held. In this session experienced NIH-funded researchers will score and discuss successful applications. At the end of the luncheon, the audience will be given the opportunity to ask questions about the panel’s scoring decisions as well as general questions about submitting NIH grants as an early career researcher.

11:45 - 11:50 am Welcome
11:50 - 12:10 am Overview of the NIH Review Process and Scoring
12:10 - 12:45 pm Mock Scientific Review Group
12:45 - 1:15 pm Reflections and Questions

Wednesday, May 29, 2013, 1:15 pm – 2:45 pm

(2-024) ECPN SYMPOSIUM I, Grand Ballroom B

HOW TO EFFECTIVELY MANAGE YOUR FUNDS AND BUDGET

Co-chairs: Marie-Hélène Véronneau, PhD, Université du Québec à Montréal, and Jessica Duncan Cance, PhD, University of Texas at Austin
Panel: Brenda A. Miller, PhD, Senior Research Scientist, Prevention Research Center/PIRE, Maureen Reynolds, PhD, Center Administrator, Center for Education and Drug Abuse Research, Research Assistant, Professor, Pharmaceutical Sciences, University of Pittsburgh and; Jeff Temple, PhD, Assistant Professor, University of Texas Medical Branch.

You just got funding to conduct a new study or to implement a prevention program in a real-world setting? Congratulations! Now, it’s time to buy the material you need, hire staff… and keep track of the money you spend (or plan to spend) on those precious resources. This can become complicated, especially if you are combining various sources of funding to work on a project (e.g., university funding, NIH grant, and foundation money), or if a single source of funding can be used for multiple projects (e.g., startup funds). The goal of this session is to have experienced scientists working in academic or research institute settings share a few tricks with early career preventionists to help them get their budget in order—before, during, and after the completion of the research project.

Thursday, May 30, 2013, 3:00 pm – 4:30 pm
(3-039) ECPN SYMPOSIUM II, Garden Room B
THE 3 CS OF SUCCESSFUL EARLY CAREER COLLABORATIONS: CO-INVESTIGATING, CO-AUTHORING, AND CONSULTING
Chairs: Kelly Rulison, PhD, University of North Carolina at Greensboro and Sarah Lindstrom Johnson, PhD, Johns Hopkins University
Panel: Stephanie Lanza, PhD, The Pennsylvania State University, The Methodology Center, Mildred Maldonado-Molina, PhD, University of Florida, Institute for Child Health Policy, David Wyrick, PhD, University of North Carolina at Greensboro, Public Health Education,

Collaboration is critical for the success of early career prevention scientists. It allows us to work with people who have different skill sets, gain new perspectives, tackle interdisciplinary research questions, and work with more senior colleagues who can teach us the tricks of the trade. It also allows us to establish our independence by identifying other early-career colleagues with whom we might begin to establish long-term professional relationships. The most common and important forms of collaboration for early career prevention scientists are co-investigating, co-authoring, and consulting. Yet collaboration in any form is not without its challenges. Join us for a panel discussion about these challenges and learn strategies for overcoming them. In this session, successful mid-career prevention scientists will discuss their own collaboration experiences and provide insight into how to establish productive collaborations, how to find research partners in a new institution, and how to identify and say “no” to projects that are not a good fit. Practical topics such as determining how to charge for time as well as navigating the differing priorities of senior and junior faculty will also be discussed.

Thursday, May 30, 2013, 8:15 pm – 9:15 pm
(3-057) ECPN SOCIAL AND COMMITTEE MEETING, Grand Ballroom B
Chair: Keryn Pasch, PhD, University of Texas at Austin
Join friends and colleagues for networking, an informal committee meeting and social gathering (light refreshments).